Voice That Calls Us
Each by Name

BY KYLE MATTHEWS

Giver of our daily bread
we seek you, hungry to be led
to useful work that will supply
our food and shelter overhead.

Teacher of eternal truth
who makes our labor something new,
help us to find the meaning in
the service we devote to you.

Voice that calls us each by name,
we hear your summons and awake
to visions of your kingdom come
and gifts that we have yet to claim.

Lover of the least of these,
we meet you daily in our streets,
and find fulfillment when our gifts
are used to help the poor and weak.

Voice that calls us each by name,
we hear your summons and awake
to visions of your kingdom come
and gifts that we have yet to claim.

Christ, who comes into our midst
to show us what vocation is,
we hear your call to give our lives
so other souls may fully live.
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1. Giver of our daily bread we seek you, hungry to be led
2. Teacher of eternal truth who makes our labor something new,
3. Lover of the least of these, we meet you daily in our streets,
4. Christ, who comes into our midst to show us what vocation is,

help us to find the help us to find the
and find fulfillment

will supply our food and shelter overhead. (to verse 2)
when our gifts are used to help the poor and give our lives so other souls may fully live.
You, weak. Voice that calls us each by name, we hear your summons and awake to visions of your kingdom come and gifts that we have yet to claim.
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